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Blaze and the Monster Machines is Nickelodeon's new animated action-adventure series! It

stars Blaze, a problem-solving truck that can transform into multiple machines, and his best

friend and driver, AJ. This book is sure to thrill kids.

About the AuthorMary Tillworth has written more than 100 licensed books for children,

including Colors Everywhere! and I Am Buzz Lightyear. She resides in Brooklyn with a long-

haired calico cat whom she occasionally shaves, and she is especially proud of her excellent

spice rack.Heather Martinez is an illustrator whose work has appeared in books and television.

She has illustrated several titles in the SpongeBob SquarePants series, and was tapped to

take over the beloved Little Golden Books series Doc McStuffins. Her work can also be seen in

the Golden Books edition of The Phantom Menace. She was nominated for a Primetime Emmy

in 2006 for the Nickelodeon movie Escape From Cluster Prime. Her other works include Albert:

The Little Tree with Big Dreams, Dino Parade!, and I Am a Princess. --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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Carol Fisher, “Maxi age 4. Maxi: what do you want to say about blaze, crusher and the other

monster machines?Momma: I think they are really cool, they have awesome

specialties.Momma: do you know that word? Specialty?Max: no.Momma: each monster

machine has a special ability. Like blaze who’s really good at acceleration!Maxi: with his blazing

speed engine!Momma: that’s right!Maxi: What does stripes do?Momma: what does he have on

his tires?Maxi: spikes?Momma: that’s right! They help him grip the road. What about starla?

Maxi: um force?Momma: no, that’s zeg who uses his smash force. What special tool does

starla use?Max: a rope?Momma: that’s right. She calls it a lasso. It helps her gain momentum!

Maxi: momentum?Momma: yeah she can wrap her rope around a pillar or a rock and pull

herself ahead of other racers to win the race!”

Bl123, “Great. I fdidnt even know my child purchased this book but whatever floats his boat is

what makes me happy. He loves the blaze e-book, he actually thought it was a game but

enclosed up loving it anyway.”

Citrus x Paradisi, “Intro to Characters and STEM Concepts from the Show. No Story, but Still

Appealing. This book is an introduction to the characters and STEM/physics concepts from the

eponymous television series, and not a story. So if you're looking for something with a plot, this

won't fit the bill. I gleaned that from reading the reviews, but I took a chance since my daughter

loves Blaze.The book is pricier than most books from this publisher, but the binding and paper

quality is better. Again, the book has no narrative, but it does present the STEM concepts

within context of the action of the show and its character's abilities. Given the lack of actual

story, I wasn't expecting this to be as popular as it is in our house, but my daughter has begged

me to read this multiple times in succession during one story session. Since the book does

explain concepts like mass, force, and trajectory in side bars, you can use the book to quiz

your child, if you're into that (we are). It's not a book you would read for its fun-value, but it is

surprisingly appealing to my preschooler, who loves Blaze and his friends. This is one of those

books that reminds me how much the Pre-K set love repetition, and that what seems boring to

an adult can still be immensely enjoyable for kids.”

Em, “Its fun and factual Ø=Þ. Its funOmg I cant stop reading this book it is so much fun. You should



definitely get this book”

Crissilia, “Great for Blaze fans!. My 2 year old is absolutely obsessed with Blaze! This book has

a bit too many words for a 2 year old so my 5 year old seems to be more suited for this book.

But still, very happy that I bought this book as my 2 year old still loves seeing the pictures. I

have to abbreviate the paragraphs to keep his attention.”

Abi, “Already brought as presents. My son loves these books. He especially likes that they go

along with an episode in the show so he can kind of tell me the story.The quality is good but I

don’t think they would be for a child under 3.”

Val, “Dino Parade! (Blaze and the Monster Machines :Little Golden Books). This is a book for

my grandson. He has not had it just yet as it is a surprise. The book is very sturdy and has

very nice illustrations.”

C Sweetapple, “New Favourite. My little boy loves Blaze - and this is now his new favourite

book (so much so, it might need to go missing for a while!) It's cute, but reading the same

book over and over can be tedious! Luckily it's quite short story so good for nap times.”

The book by Lois Lowry has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 755 people have provided feedback.
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